Bio Charge

Premium Deodorizing
Bio-Enzyme Additive

Bio-Charge is a highly concentrated bacteria/enzyme formulation blend designed to
eliminate odors from urine, mold, mildew, organic rot, vomit, smoke, skunk, and protein
fire residue, and can assist in removing all organic-related staining. It also serves well to
break down starches, carbohydrates, tissue, fats, grease and oils. Bio-Charge effectively
deals with a wide range of odors in carpet and other textiles, and on all colorfast hard
surfaces. In addition, it also works effectively as a laundry prespot, in grease trap application, and in waste can odor. Combined with any one of our five premium odor counteractant products (SPICE AIR, SPRING MORNING, NEUTRAL AIR, APPLE AIR, OR
MEADOW FRESH) Bio-Charge has proven to remove all chemical and organic source
odors. Enzymes (complex organic substances formed in plant and animal cells) in the
formula act as catalysts for the decomposition of organic related odors/staining. BioCharge eliminates the source of organic odors naturally. It also helps initial odor knock
down, provides permanent odor control, and deters future pet deposits. Bio-charge can
be used with customers who have all levels of tolerance for lingering residual fragrance.
Used straight with its neutral fragrance, it leaves no lingering smell. If your customer
prefers a pleasant lingering fragrance, you can add SPICE AIR, SPRING MORNING,
NEUTRAL AIR, APPLE AIR, OR MEADOW FRESH to your mixed BioCharge for
effective deodorization and a pleasant lingering fragrance.
• All of the features of Kleen-N-Treat, Rinse-N-Treat, and Bio-Enzyme
Decontaminant are now built into one formula - Bio-Charge
• Combine with Spice Air, Spring Morning, Neutral Air, Apple Air, or
Meadow Fresh

DIRECTIONS:
1. Always test solution in an inconspicuous area of surface for colorfastness.
2. Mix one part Bio-Charge with eight parts warm or hot water (16 oz. solution/gallon
of water) into a pump-up, trigger, or pressure sprayer. Shake well before use. If desired, add 2 ounces of HYROCIDE, SPICE AIR, SPRING MORNING, NEUTRAL
(continued other side)
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AIR, APPLE AIR, or MEADOW FRESH to each gallon
of your mixed solution.
3. If applying through a Hydroforce Sprayer, mix one part
solution with two parts water in the Hydroforce sprayer.
Use standard tip and apply.
4. Saturate spray mixed solution onto contaminated area.
In severe odor situations, cover treated area with plastic
so as not to allow solution to dry.
5. With heavy contamination consider injecting solution
into carpet and carpet backing
6. Allow solution to dwell from four hours to 24 hours.
7. Use mixed solution within 10 days for maximum effectiveness.
Best Results for Specific Odor Neutralization
1st = Primary Treatment | 2nd = Secondary Secondary
Bio Charge, plus »
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RTU pH: 7
Dilution Ratios:
Medium to Heavy Soil: 8oz./gallon of water
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CAUTIONS: Caution: If swallowed, consult a Physician. Avoid
prolonged skin contact and breathing spray mist. Avoid eye
contact. In case of contact, flush eyes with water for 15 minutes
and see a physician. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after
handling. If swallowed, consult a physician. Avoid breathing
spray mist and prolonged skin contact.
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Neutral Air

CONTAINS: Viable Bacterial Cultures (CAS N/A), Tetrasodium Ethylenediaminetera-acetate (CAS 64-02-8), Alkylethersulfate (CAS 68585-34-2), Alkylsulfate(CAS 68585-47-7), anionic
surfactant
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PRODUCT CONSOLIDATION:
The Bio-Charge formulation has effectively replaced several
products you may have used in the past. Bio-Charge is more
than twice as concentrated as Kleen –N- Treat and Rinse –NTreat.. Adjust your normal dilutions accordingly. Neutral Air
is the fragrance that was used in Rinse- N- Treat. Create your
own improved Bio-Enzyme Decontaminant with your choice of
Odor Counteractant by following the directions in part 2 above.
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